
Testing RESOURCE POOL Settings 

The purpose of this test case is to explore the performance impact of various RP 

(Resource Pool) Settings and to understand what each RP setting means in regards to 

setting reservation and limit amounts for CPU and Memory. 

Test Environment: In the Test VMware environment in the IOlab we are working off 

vCenter 4.0 server IODWMGT002, (2) ESX 4.0 hosts in a DRS Cluster, and with (6) 

Windows 2003 x86 VMs running various CPU and Memory burner applications to 

generate loads under various RP configurations. Specifically we are exploring the 

impact of setting the RP limit value to static setting vs. unlimited in a fixed resource pool 

(Expandable NOT checked).  

 

 

 

Environment Constants: 

No VM level reservations/limits configured. 

No Share values configured anywhere. 

Fixed Resource Pools ( “Expandable Reservation” NOT checked) 

Environment Variables: 

CPU and Memory Burner tools run in each of (4) test VMs. ( ENG_TEST_2003_XX ) 

Limit is changed from matching the reservation amount to unlimited.  

 

 

 



CPU TESTING-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

With Limits and No load: 

 

 



 

 

 

*From the screenshots we can see at idle these VMs will share the available CPU reservation equally. 

 

With Limits and CPU load: 

 



 

    

                   

*From the images below we can see that when the test machines ( ENG_TEST_2003_XX ) run a CPU 

burner they will choke out the other VMs in the RP and will evenly take the available CPU reservation. 

 

Unlimited and CPU load: 



 



 

VMs are now taking more and more CPU at an unlimited rate beyond the reservation. 

 

 

*From the images above we see that will limit set to “unlimited” the VMs will take up as many resources 

from the parent as needed. 

 

Conclusion: Each VM with a single CPU can potentially use up to 2300 Mhz of the host CPU. This is equal 

to speed of a single core. This means each single vCPU VM can use up to a single core. 

When a limit value is set this is an aggregate cap on the max amount of CPU all the VMs in a RP can use. 

If a reservation limit is set and the limit value is higher or unlimited, then the delta represents the 

amount of CPU resources that the VMs can attempt to take from the parent RP (This is the cluster itself 

in our case). 

 

When VMs in the same RP compete for resources in their pool or the parent, they each have equal share 

values so they divide up resources equally. 



Memory TESTING--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

With Limits and No load: 

 

 



 

 

*The above images show that at idle VMs will take an even amount of the available reserved memory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



With Limits and Memory load: 

 

*Because the reservation is below the configured amount and the VMs are being benchmarked we are 

seeing lots of Ballooning and Swapping. –The normal signs that VM memory is constrained. 

 

*The above images show that under a memory load that stressed VMs will take up the available 

memory evenly up to the reserved amount. 

 

Unlimited and Memory Load: 

 

 



 

 

*The above images show that memory stressed VMs in an unlimited RP will use the reservation and 

then take memory from the parent until each VM reaches its configured amount. 

 

Conclusion: Each VM has the ability to use up to the configured amount per VM. How this configured 

amount translates to actual resource usage depends on the RP setting. In a fixed RP with a defined limit 



below the aggregate of the configured amounts, there will always be contention. If the pool is set to 

unlimited, VMs will take as much memory they need up to their configured amount. This could mean 

using all of the reservation in the pool and then going to the parent and taking what is needed up to the 

configured amount per VM. 

 

 

 

FINAL CONCLUSION----------------------------------------------------------------- 

The limit value is a very important resource pool setting that dictates the hard limit cap of how much 

CPU or Memory will be available to all the VMs in a RP. This hard limit can be reached in a number of 

ways depending on wither we are using Expandable Reservation (fixed/not fixed) or if we are using a 

defined limit or unlimited.  

It all boils down to a math game of comparing the RP’s defined reservation amount VS fixed/not fixed VS 

limit/no limit VS the configured amount of resources per VM. This is a game where we must decide if we 

want to over allocate or not over allocate.  

CPU: When each VM gets a single vCPU, if the RP is unlimited each VM could use up to an entire core 

worth of CPU. On a 2-way Quad Core ESX host this means 8 runaway VMs could use all the CPU. With 

that said it is important to NOT use “Unlimited” for CPU on Resource Pools. 

Memory: Because each VMs max possible memory usage is defined by the per VM configured amount, 

It’s important that the RP limit amount is the same as the aggregate of all child VMs configured memory 

amount. If the reservation meets this amount (limit) or less then that is a decision on how much to 

oversubscribe memory. 
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